LIFETIME PLUS
Limited Paint Warranty
PG-RIB©, PG SNAP LOCK, & TRIM SMP COIL COATING SYSTEM – PortaGrace Manufacturing (PG)
Lifetime Plus Limited Paint Warranty on PG Galvalume Substrate Metal Roofing and Building
Components.
1. Applies to PG-RIB, PG SNAP LOCK, &TRIM COIL COATING SYSTEM used on Galvalume substrates for agricultural, residential, commercial or industrial

building parts are warranted to meet the following standards from the date of installation: WILL NOT crack, check or peel (lose adhesion). This does not
include minute fracturing, which may occur in the proper fabrication of the building parts. Failure due to substrate corrosion is excluded. See Galvalume
Substrate warranty.
2. Within 30 years from the date of installation, WILL NOT CHALK in excess of ASTM D-4214 method D659 number eight (8) rating on vertically installed

(sidewall) panels or number six (6) rating on horizontally installed (roofing) panels, when properly maintained, or CHANGE IN COLOR than five (5.0) Hunter
Delta-E units for vertically installed (sidewall) panels or (7.0) Hunter Delta-E units for horizontally installed (roofing) panels, as determined by ASTM method
D-2244. The color change shall be measured on an exposed painted surface that has been cleaned of surface soils and chalk, and the corresponding
values measured on the original or unexposed painted surface. It is understood that fading or color changes may not be uniform if the surfaces are not
equally exposed to the sun and elements.
3. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. The claimant will provide access to and assist PG as necessary in determining the exact cause of the warranty condition

including purchase information, contractor information and access to the property. Standard testing procedures specified by ASTM and NCCA will be used
to determine applicability. The exclusive remedy for any and all claims arising from this limited warranty shall be limited to labor and materials reasonably
necessary to repaint, repair or replace the building part showing the failure at the sole discretion of PG. Any liability arising shall not exceed the original
purchased price of metal panels, associated trims, PLUS UP TO $50/SQUARE FOR LABOR. The claimant must notify PG in writing of the warranty condition
within thirty (30) days of the discovery of such problem and provide documentation to PG. Failure of the claimant to provide such information in the time
provided shall be deemed as a waiver of the claimant’s rights herein. Repainting will occur using normal painting practices of the PG-RIB and PG SNAP
LOCK COIL COATING SYSTEM or other suitable alternatives. This Warranty also applies to the part PG repainted, repaired, or replaced, for the unexpired
portion of the Warranty period applicable to the original part.
4. PG does not warrant or guarantee claims arising from the following:
a. Acts of GOD, falling objects, explosions, fire or other such similar or dissimilar occurrences beyond PG’s control.
b. Minor hairline cracking of the paint finish.
c. Harmful fumes, chemically aggressive environment, foreign substances in the atmosphere, excessive standing water, or salt spray.
d. Steel shavings or minute iron particles from sawing sparks that come in contact with the painted surface.
e. Stored or installed in a way that allows for poor circulation or has significant differences in insulation below the coated metal panel.
f. Stored or installed in a way that allows for contact with animals or animal waste.
g. Mishandled Products, e.g., any product that has been abused, altered, modified, used in a manner not originally intended, or stored contrary to
our instructions. This includes damage to the product occasioned by condensation attributable to improper packaging, handling, shipping,
processing, and/or installation; as well as damage due to the failure of the substrate.

5. PG does not warrant or guarantee the interior or reversed side finish or pre-painted materials used for the interior application.
6. This warranty applies only to metal coated with PG-RIB, PG SNAP LOCK, & TRIM COIL COATING SYSTEM and used on property located within the

Continental United States, Alaska, and Canada.
7. Valid claims against this warranty require records to be maintained and made available to PG on request for inspection or any other action PG deems

necessary to identify the building or metal order, including but not limited to invoice numbers, copies of invoices, packing slips, proof of install, etc.
8. This is the only Warranty concerning the PG-RIB, PG SNAP LOCK, & TRIM COIL COATING SYSTEM; PG has no other obligations concerning it. In

instances where the owner of any structure where the material is installed is not a person, (i.e., any non-living entity including, but not limited to,
corporations or associations), the warranty contained in paragraph 1 above is limited to 40 years.
9. Except for this Warranty, PG makes NO WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONCERNING PG-RIB, PG SNAP LOCK, & TRIM COIL

COATING SYSTEM. IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FITNESS AND MERCHANT ABILITY ARE EXCLUDED. Further, PG has no other liability concerning the PGRIB, PG SNAP LOCK, & TRIM COIL COATING SYSTEM, whether based on Warranty, negligence or any other legal theory. For example, we have no liability
for consequential damages.
10. This Warranty is not transferable and non-assignable one year from date of install.

To make claims against this warranty contact:
PORTAGRACE MANUFACTURING
1675 Old Concord Lane
Hopkinsville. KY 42240
1-800-458-3464
PG Rib, PG SNAP LOCK, & TRIM Lifetime Plus Limited Warranty subject to change without notice. Effective date: January 1, 2019

